
TECHNOLOGY WIZARDS MEETING 4/16/2012

COMPUTER CLEANING PROCEDURES:  

NOTE:  At the request of several classroom teachers I will be going over computer cleaning 
procedures with you today and we will clean some systems in the classrooms for practice if time 
permits.  If time does not permit us to get into the classrooms on this date you will be assigned 
to clean your classroom systems during the next two weeks of school.  If you have questions or 
problems, please see me for additional assistance.

CLEANING PROCEDURAL STEPS:

1.  Turn off all ocmputer components (CPU, Monitor, Printer, Sound Systems and Power Strips 
prior to cleaning.

2.  Start by vacuuming the floor areas around the computer system to try to remove as much 
exterior dust and dirt as possible.  

3.  Use a damp soft cloth and / or paper towels to wipe down the exterior of all physical 
components.

4.  Use the white vingear and water mixture spray bottles and lightly mist the display screens 
and then wipe with a dry soft cloth.

5.  Used canned air or the vacuum cleaner hose to blow out the dirt from within the keyboard. 
Hold the keyboard upside down while applying the canned air or vacuum hose.

6.  Spray a little of the white vinegar mixture on a cloth and wipe over the keyboard keys and 
mouse.  Dry with a dry cloth as needed.

7.  Use the vacuum cleaner hose and / or canned air to blow out the dust in the computer 
exterior fan and backplate ports.

8.  Check the system external plugs and cables for wear and tear and make sure all are plugged 
in tightly.  

9.  Wipe down the power strips with a damp cloth as well.

10.  Wipe of the printer using the White Vinegar spray mixuture.  Check for any wear to the 
plastic parts in the printers.  Check all cables to the printers.  

11.  Make sure the power strips are dry and then testart the power strips and all physical 



hardware on the system. 

12.  When the systems are powered back up listen for signs of circulating fan wear, such as 
louder fans and or grinding type noises.  Check printers for pssible gear wear by opening the 
cover .  Check for any signs of paper jams in the printers as well.

13.  After the systems are loaded, log off as the teacher and log on as administrator so that any 
pending software and/or operating system updates can be completed.  When the updates are 
finished, restart the system again.  When a successful login for the teacher has been completed 
shut down the computer.  Do a proper shut down only please.  


